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ABSTRACT

\ _~eheat transfer properties of protective beadgear have been determined

in chamber studies using a physical model (copper mrrikin). The evaporative

heat transfer (±h,/clo) from a head in 4stillsi air was constant above a stand-

off distance of 1.27 cm. for helmets with a constant head area coverage (67%).

Reducing the head area coverage from~ 67% to 47% was necessary to significantly

increase the evaporative heat transfer for a helmet standoff distance of

1.27 cm. The effect of wind on the heat transfer properties of selected head-

gear with varying designs was to decrease the values of insulation (dlo) by

about 60% and increase those for the evaporative heat transfer (Jclo) by

ouabout 4 times the s5tillA air values.
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I1RhODUCTON

There are American katioxal Standard safety requirements for industrial

head protection which established specifications for protective helmets (1).

However, even though heat stress is considered an occupational hazard, little

quantitative information is available in the literature on the contribution

of protective helmeLs to the total heat stress imposed on individuals working

in a hot environment. This lack of information was made evident vhen the

US Amy Research Institute of Environmental Medicine (USARIEM) was asked to

proxvide physiological research support to a program for the design and develop-

inut of a new helmet for the infantry soldier (2). As part of this support,

this study presents a review and analysis of experimental approaches using

data (clo (3). inIclo (4), and m (5)) obtained on a heated sectional manikin

which allows direct measurement of the heat loss fror. Just he hesJ section.

One "clo" is defined as that amount of insulation required to maintain a resting

man (metabr f 58 v/a2) in comfort with a mean skin temerature of 33.3"C

(92"F), at an ambient temperature of 21.1C (70"F), an air movement of 0.05 m/s

(10 ft/win) or less, and the relative humidity of the air equal to 502 or less.

One "clo" is equivalent to an insulation value of 0.lSm2-C/w in S.I. units.

The i/clo is the evaporative heat transfer term. For a given value of in-

sulation (clo), the greater the value of i /clo, the greater the efficiency of

evaporative heat transfer through the insulation. The im term is a dimension-

less qtantity with a theoretical lower limit of 0 (a system with no evapora-

tive heat transfer) and an upper limit of 1 (air layer over a wet bulb in wind).

Thermal evaluations of available standard U.S. and foreign helmets, a riot

control helmet a"d a football helmet measured under both "still" and forced

air conditions are included.



a. Some Heat-Stress Problems Caused by Wearing Helmets

Heat-stress problems caused by wearing helmets usually involve consider-

able wearer discomfort, including sweat dripping into the eyes and causing

them to burn, sweat collecting in the ear cushions of "crash" helmets And

running into the ears, sweat gathering in foam pads and running down the

face when the pads are compressed, and an itchy scalp caused by sweatband

irritation of the skin. Since these types of problems continue as long as

the helmet is worn, cemporary relief is usually obtained by removal of the

helmet. In addition, there appears to i an instinctive feeling for promot-

ing air ventilation around the head by spacing the helmet away from the head

and, in some cases, holes are $rilled in helmets, even at the risk of compro-

mising their head protection fet tures, although the evidence for extra comfort

is debatable.

b. Review of PhysioloSical Studies on Head Heat Loss

Three publications are of particular interest in any study of the heat

transfer properties of headgear. Siple (6) stated that exposure of the head

in the cold accounts for a large percentage of body heat loss since beat is

lost in increasing quantities from the head as the thermal gradient increases.

This prediction was verified by Froese and Burton (7) ii' directly measured

the nonevaporative heat losset from a bare head using a temperature gradient

calorimeter. This study showed that, because there is little or no vaso-

constriction in the head when it is exposed to cold teweratures, the heat

loss from the head amounts to half of the total resting heat production of

a man. Fin-lly, Edwards and Burton (8) investigated the distribution of

skin temperature over the sur'&ace of the head and presented a figure showing

a detailed mapping of these surface tenperatures.
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c. Review of Published Htelmet Studies

A. report by Rinsmann (9) deals with the thermal protective character-

istics of a CVC (Conbat Vehicle Crewmen, e.g., tankers) helmet in arctic

and hot environments. His results were based on measured head temperatures,

and subjective comments, and indicated that the CVC helmet provided environ-

mental protection equal to a pile cap with ear laps down at -23.4"C air

temperature and about 1.3 meters/second air flow. Environcental protection

in a heat stress situation was about equal to a baseball cap at 29.4C air

temperature and about 1.3 meters/second air flow.

Van Grasn and Strydom (10) investigated the effect of reducing heat

stress by providing %il!ntilating holes in hard hats. They compared a hard hatIwithout holas, a second hard hat with two 1.27 cm. diameter holes at the top

of the hard hat and a third with six equally spaced 0.635 cm. diameter holes

around the circumference of the hard hat. These hard hats were compared on

the basis of temperature rejults using three thermocouples: one located at

the top of the subject's head. another spaced 2.54 cm. from the top of the

head, and a third placed at the inside crown area of the hard hat. Their

results showed no difference in head surface temperature among the three

hard hats. The air temperature above the head showed no difference between

wearing the hard hat without holes or the hard hat with the two 1.27 cm. dia-

meter holes at the crown of the hard hat. However, the results for the hard

hat with six equally spated 0.635 cm. diameter holes around the rim suggested

that the air temperature at the thermocouple measuring positlon inside the

hard hat was higher with the six holes, than with either the two 1.27 cm.

diameter holes or no hole, for the cool air environmental conditions, when
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the subjects were at rest; when the subjects vee doing a step test in the

hot-dry condition a lower inside air temperature was registered. These latter

two findings suggest that scoe of the incoming air was diverted through the

six holes around the rim of the hard hat rather than passing oves the top of

the head. However, these air temperature differences had no significant

effect on head cooling since, for all hard hats, head and inside crown area

of the hard hat, temperatures showed no difference for any of the respective

experimental conditions and subject activity levels.

Coleman and Hortagy (11) studied the heat retention qualities of five

different models of football helmets. These helmets differed primarily in the

design and coapositicn of their suspension systems. .Air temperstures measured

"with thermistors inserted 2.5 cm into the right anterior and left porterlor

quadrant of each helmet" shoved a significant difference between helmets with

web suspersion system (lower air temperatures), and those with form fitting,

Inflatable and hamock-suspension systems.

d. RWew of Previous Laboratory Studies un sh .d

Both "nu-fitting" and "close-fittin" headgear with ventilating holes

were studied previously at USARIDI using the electrically heated sectional

copper manikln as the physical model. A "close-fitting", "hard" helmet

(original Hayes-Stewart) contnining an air ventilation opening at the top (see

Figure 1A) was evaluated on the ranikin to determine if this ventilation opez-

Lug significantly improved head cooling iz "still" air or in air flows up to

5 naterslsecond. This study showed that the ventilating opening provides

little advantage in increasing evaporative heat transfer (mI/clo) from the

head in "still" air conditions, although with higher air flows there appears

to be a slight advantage; both helmets provide an air space around the head

which is readily disturbed in wind.
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A "snugly-fitting, 'soft" helmet (standard Vest German tankers) con-

sisting of a foam--rubber liner and reinforced from skull to nape of the neck

by a flexible polyethylene strip was also studied. Some ventilation is

pres mably available at the sides by three screen grommets and through two

air passages running from the front to the back of the head (see Figure 1B).

This helmet was evaluated on the manikin to determine the effect of such

air-ventilating gro=mets on the evaporative heat transfer (Ir/clo) from the

head. The results showed that sealing the ventilating gromets on the side

of the helmet made little difference in the evaporative heat transfer from

the head in "still" air. However, In an air flow of 3 meters/second, seal-

ing these ventilating gromets reducci the evaporative heat transfer by

about 1OZ. Apparently, since this helmet fits snugly to the head, increas-

Uag the air movement around the head with the ventilating gromets seale

haa little effect ou the evaporative heat transfer from the area of the

head covered by the helmet.

GENERAL KETHOD

Mcnikin head section clo, i 3 , a-d i/clo values were determined by the

methods described in an earlier paper (12) following the standardized, ex-

eriental procedcre set forth in our Standard Manikin Procedure vemor-

ands (13). The head section of the manikin is considered as the test section;

the remaining five sections (torso, arms, hands, less, and feet) are con-

sidered as guard sections. The manikin is completely enclosed in a skin of

for-fitting underjear material and dressed in a basic clothing ensemle

consisting of tropical fatigues, one pa-r of socks, and a pair of black

leather boots. In these studies, the manikin was placed in a standing posi-
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tion near the center of an envirorrental chamber, fzcing two fans uhich

direcced air at the head of the -anikin. A helmet was placed on the maik-in's

head and the insulation value (cle) uras deternined for he 0.1 n/s normal

chamber air flow (i.e., -1sufl" air condition, with the two fans off) and

for a forced air fia condition of S 3 nis (i.e., with the two fans running).

Siilarly, after the manikin's skin (underwear naterial) was wet, the evjap-

orative heat transfer value imIclo vas determined for the "still" and the

forced air conditions.

PSULTS

Substudy 1: Thermal Properties as a Function of Standoff
istance f ron the Head

There was little or no system-atic data on the evaporative heat transfer

cooling rarge (i/clo) for any close-fitfting helmet systez. Such informa-

tion for a selected close-fitting Nelnet configuration, added to information

on similar helmets with less or greater spacing distances from the head,

shmuld define an optima spacing fro- the bead for evaporative heat trans-

far, if any such optima exists.

A master cold of the ranikin's head was made, and a set of smld. were

cast which contained a controlled aount of standoff. Five hlets were

Vacum formed with standoff distance ranging frce approximately 0 cm.

(snugly-fitting) to 2.54 ca. (veTr loosely-fitting) in 0.635 ca. incremoents.

All five helnets provided a constant head area coverage of approximtely 67

of the total nanikin head surface area (sev Figure 2).

Figure 3 graphically depicts Insulation (lo) and evaporative beat

transfer (i./clo) a a function of standoff distance for these 5 heliets.
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These results show that helmet No. I and 0 cm. standoff, practically eliminated

any evaporative heat transfer from rhe area of the head covered by the helmet;

essentially all the evaporative heat transfer frci the head occurred over the

uncovered area of the head (about 331 of the head surface area). Further-

more, for the "stil" -air condition, there is little difference in the evapor-

ative heat transfer (i./clo) between this snugly-fitting heist and one

spaced 0.635 ca. aay from the head (helntzt No. 2). Aprently the first

0.635 cm. spacing around the top of the head consists of essentially dead air

space. However, once the standoff distance reaches 1.27 ca., there is a

significant increased heat transfer but there is little difference in Iclo

between this and the next two helm-ts covering the 1.27 ca. to 2.54 ca. spac-

Ing ran g. Thus 0.635 ca. is too u-all to have much effect on evaporative

beat transfer in "still' air while 1.27 ca. produces as much beeit as

1.905 or 2.54 cu. It can be seen that the insulation values (€1o) reach a

,maxium value 0.635 ca. stmdoff distance and then decrease with in-

creasing standot distance.

Althog the suly-fitting h-met (no stand-off) did not have a trap-pe

air space to provide insulation between the head and the helmet in "still"

air, at 3 meters/second air notioa the snugly-fitting hel et and the .635 au.

standoff helmet provide geater Insulation than any of the other helaets; the

'dead" air spce between the helmet and the head at standoff distances beyond

0.635 ca. is now disturbed. Conversely, the evaporative heat transfer free

the head, which did not bhoy an increase in "still" air conditions util the

1.27 cx. standff distance was reached (again because of the dead air space

with the 0.635 cu. standoff helmet), with moving air (3 meters/second) shows
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a disturbance of the "'dead" air in the 0.635 cm. space; the value for the

0.635 cm. standoff increases toward the nearly constant evaporative hvct

transfer value of the 1.27, 2.005, and 2.54 cm. hclnets.

Substudy 2: Effect of Ventilatin_ Slots in an H-I Helmet Liner
on Evaporative Peat Transfer

Although neither our belnet study using a ventIlatinsg cap at the top of

the original Hayes-Stewart helmet nor the study (10) comparing miners hard

hats ~ith ventilating openings showed any significant ixprovenest in the

ventilating properties of t!e respective helmets, a further look at the air

ventilating openings in helmets was undertaken to see if a cortination of

ventilating slots at the top, and around the bhlet, equal to about 9Z of the

total surface area of the helmet would show a difference in net evaporative

heat transfer in "still" air. An M- helmet linr 'as odified by ctting

out ten ventilating slots, rmoving about 8% of the total helmet Liner surface

area. Two of these slots were located on each side of the haluet, two in the

-rear, three in the front, and one *n top of the helmet (see Figure 4). it

is apparent from t!e results given in Table I that this amnt of open area

io a helmet, and the location of these ventilating slots, does allw an in-

crease in net evaporative beat transter in "still" air, but offers little

benefit at an air flow of 3 meters/second. Since this helmet lirr is spaced

about 1.27 ca. from the head. these results are Iwor t in illustrating h

order of magnitude of ventilatifg openings and their location arout- this

type of "clse-fitting" helmet.

Substudy 3: Area Coverage Effects

The effect of hed area coverqe on the beat transfer properties of

helmets was investigated by removing three 2.54 ca. strips from the botto
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edge of the experIuntal heinet uith the 1.27 cm . staudoff distance. This

provided four helmet le with a head area c-vera" range of from 472 to

67". T C -c0 a=' ij/co Values are ploted aga!nst bead area coverage in

Figure 5. Mw i-untin-a vales (ci) in " stiUl' air, iacrease linearly

with L-creasing beadd -ea covea-ge (Figure Sr); in an air flw of 3 metersl

second (Figure SM, tebuy do not increase unul a head area coverage af about

V32 is reachedl-. Ithe evapon tin t transfer. (iIcio) relates4 "stifl"

air20 not -h-w an inresecel head area coverage isrdue to less than

£01; they are relitiiv constant at an air flowe of 3 aeterslsecond. it is

of interest to consider the two exrr had area coverage nelewts (61

and 47Z hea area coverage). The quantity of belet zaterial rmved c-

slat of about 30. of the material of the 1.27 m. standff helmat. The in-

crease in evaporative heat trua_ er (icl) in "sill" air as a result of

this decrease in head area coerage mau-ts to about 20Z. The helmet liner

studied with the ten w l atg slots, equal to ruvwal of about 82 of tw

helawt liner material, increased the evaporative heat transfer (liclo)

stout 352 in "stili air. Copering these results vith the prevlous find-

iW with balsets with ventilating openings, suggents that the nmber and

locations of these ventflabg opeainp could be vore important than the

total area coverage of the belmet.

Substudy 4: Revable SUspension Syses for .- I Belset Line

Any given suspension ystse modifies the evaporative heat transfer pro-

perties of a Imet, In part by the total head-suspension syste contact

area, by the distributio of thin contact area cv e the hed, and by the

sat trial co-aosition and thicknes_-s of the suspension system. Three re-
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movable suspension systems (Figur, 6) for the M-I helmet liner were studied

to determine if any measurable differences in the evapcct tr-.e heat transfer

mim/clo) from a head could be detected. An earlier study using a single

circuit copper manikin determined total clo and im/clo values for these

three helmet liner/suspension systems as part of a complete ensemble. These

experimental results obtained in "still" air are sho,m in Table IU. Since

these values are for the total maaikin surface area, the contribution from

the head is masked by the contributions from the other areas of the manikin.

Table IIB shows the evaporative heat transfer values (im/clo) for these three

helmet liner/suspension systems determined cn the sectional manikin. Although

the im/clt values in each Tabl are gtouped clcsely together, the evaporative

heat transfer from the head given by the im/clo values in Table IIB are

almost twice those for the complete eCiLseuble. However, aven restricting tpe

evaporative heat transfer measurements to the head alone showed little differ-

ences among the im/clo value, for the helaet liner with either the staidard,

HEL (Human Engineering Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD), or the

Welson-Davis removable suspension systems.

Substudy 5: Face Shield Effects

A standard 11-1 helmet and a commercial riot control helmet (see Figure 7)

were studied to determine the effect on the heat transfer properties of

helmets when a face shield is worn in the down position. Table III shows

that measurable differences in insulation (clo) and evaporative heat transfer

(im/clo) were obtained when comparing face shields in the "up" and "down"

positions. The insulation values increased by abcut 0.1 clo and Lhe evap-

orative heat tiansfer values decreased by about 0.05 im/clo. Increasing the
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air flow decreased the insulation values of both helmets by about 60,

with face shields in the "up" or "down" position, and increased the evap-

orative heat transfer values by about 5 times the "stil." air values.

Substudy 6: Thermal Characteristics of Selected Helmets

The helmets shown in the photographs of Figure 8 are of assorted shapes

and sizes, ranging from "snug-fitting" to "loose-fitting", from compara-

tively rigid suspension systems to flexible suspension systems, and include

suspension systems fabricated from materials of various moisture permea-

bilities. From Table IV it is noted that the data for the Aircrew APH-5

helmec are consistently among the highest insulation lues (clo) and the

lowest evaporative heat transfer values (im/clo) for rae "still" and

3 meters/second air flow conditions. This is mainly because of its very

close-fitting design. The English and the Italian infantry helmets con-

sistently show the lowest insulation (clo) and the highest evaporative heat

transfer values (im/clo), apparently because of their high proportion of

uncovered head surface area. Overall, increasiug the air flow from "still"

air to 3 meters/second reduces the insulation (clo) for all helmets by

about 60% and increases the evaporation (im/clo) by about 4 times the

"still" air values.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

It is difficult to establish any meaningful differences in "still" air

in the heat transfer properties of headgear with and without ventilating

ho.Leas. Although the 11-1 helmet liner with 10 ventilating slots spaced over

the helmet, providing about 8% of open space in the helmet liner, did show

an increase in evaporative heat transfer from the need, sirply making
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several holes around the helmet or at th top is apparently of little benefit

in increasing the evaporative heat transfer from the head. Removing strips

of material from the bottom edge of a helmet, originally covering about 67%

of the head (standoff distance of 1.27 cm.), shows little improvement in

evaporative heat transfer until about 30% of the helmet material has been re-

moved. For a constant head area coverage of 67%, the evaporative heat traus-

fer was constant above a standoff distance of 1.27 cm. In wind, ventilat-

ing holes appear to increase the evaporative heat transfer for a snugly-

fitting helmet but have negligible effect on all other helmets. Increasing

the air flow from "still" air to 3 meters per second reduces Uhe insulation

(elo) for all nine selected headgear items by about 60% and increases the

evaporative heat transfer (im/clo) by about four times the "still" air values.

The surface area affected by a helmet is relatively small compared with

the total body surface area. Any benefit in the heat transfer properties is

more apt to be reflected in imp:oved head comfort, rather than in any exten-

sion of overall physiological tolerance time. A decrease in headgear insula-

tion of 0.1 clo with an insulation range of 1.0 to 1.5 clo will result in an

increase in convective heat transfer from the head of between 0.4 and 1.0

watts. Increasing the im/clo by 0.1 increases the evaporative heat transfer

from the head by about 2 watts for a vapor pressure difference between the

head surface and ambient air of 10 mm 1g. Thus, in terms of practical

differences in heat loss from the head, none of these helmet alterations seem

impressive. Nevertheless, in addition to the problem of weight, the problem

of thermal discomfort associated with wearing helmets is a significant de-

terrent to their use. Any design modification making wear of the helmc-

more acceptable, without unacceptably compromising protection, is worth pur-

suing.
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Once a conventional helmet is plked on a head in a heat-stress en-

vironment, some degrre of subject discomfort due to problems with dripping

sweat is inevitable. However, there is a range of helmet designs which should

minimize subject discomfort. This study shcws that the evaporative heat

transfer from the head is not significantly affected eithar by bringing the

helmet to within 1.27 cm. of the head surface or by increasing coverage of

the head area from about 50% to 67%. Also, physical differences in helmet-

suspension systems studied did not have a significant effect on the evapora-

tive heat transfer from the head. However, physical contact with the head

should be kept to a minimum since this area will not contribute to the evap-

orative heat transfer from the head. Furthermore, when there is an air space

between the head and a helmet, any benefit provided by ventilating holes in

helmets for removal of moisture from around the head is lost. Finally, wind

-minimizer any effect on evaporative heat transfer from th! head caused by

differences in helmet design

I
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TABLE i. Thermal Characteristics of the 4-1 Helmet Liner with

and without Ten Ventilating Slots which Provide Open

Spaces Equal to 8' of the Total Helmet Liner Surface
Area

Air Flcri
"Still!' Air 3 Meters/Second

Helmet Liner CLO im/CLO In CLO in/CLO in

Open Slots 0.94 0.55 0.52 0.36 2.2 0.79

Sealed Slots 1.03 0.41 0.42 0.36 2.1 0.76



t TABA IA Total Thermal Characteristics in "Still" Air of
a Tropical Combat Fatigue Ensemble UsiA% the M-1
Helmet Liner with tEaovable Suspension Systems

Removable Suspension Systems CLO im/CLO

Standard 1.54 0.23 0.36
HEL 1.57 0.23 0.36
Welson-Davia 1.59 0.21 0.34



- TABLE IIB Thermal Characteristics of Selected Removable
H-1 Helnet Liner Suspension Systems

Air Flow
"Still" Air 3 Meters/Second

Suspension Systems vw/Helmet Liner CLO II/CLO in CLO im/CLO i m

Standard 1.10 0.40 0.44 0.39 2.0 0.78
HE. 1.10 0.38 0.42 0.39 1.8 0.70
Welson-Davis 1.04 0.39 0.41 0.38 1.9 0.72



TABLE III Thermal Charcteristics of the Standard H-1 Helmet
and a Commercial Riot Control Helmet with a
Face Shield in the Up and Down Positions

Air Flow
Headgear "Still" Air 3 Meters/Second

M-1 Helmet System

v/Face Shield Up 1.00 0.43 0.46 0.44 1.9 0.84

M-i Helmet System
w/Face Shield Don 1.20 0.38 0.46 0.52 1.7 0.83

Coaercial Riot Helmet
w/Face Shield Up 1.35 0.38 0.51 0.50 2.0 1.0

Cmmercial Riot Helmet
v/Face Shield Down 1.43 0.33 0-47 0.54 1.5 0.81

NOI



TABLE IV Thermal Characteristics of Selected Helmets

Air llo
"Still" Uir 3 )ietera/Second

Helmets CLD id/cw in aD i/LO i

Aircrewu AFE-1 1.72 0.38 0.65 0.48 1.8 0.88
Aircrew APR-5 1.45 0.32 0.47 0.51 1.4 0.72
Standard CVC 1.28 0.36 0.46 0.43 1.9 0.83
English Infantry 0.97 0.45 0.44 0.37 1.9 0.70
Football Helaet 1.16 0.32 0.37 0.47 1.6 0.78
Experimental Hayes-Stewart 1.11 0.35 0.39 0445 1.9 0.87
ItaLian Infantry 1.03 0.43 0.44 0.42 2.0 0.84
Experimnula Parachutist Liner 1.36 0.37 0.50 0.54 1.5 0.81
Standard M-1 Helmet Liner 1.10 0.40 0.44 0.39 2.0 0.78

Ii
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Shoing, Left to Right: 2.540-=., 1.905-cm., 0.635-ca., and
0-cm. Standoff Hele ts.

3. Curves (A) and (3) show clo as a function of Helnet Standoff Distance.
Curves (C) and (D) shoy i./clo as a function of Stint Standoff
Distance.

A. Phrtograph of H-I Bel mt Liner Shoving Locations of the Ten
Ventilatiug Slots.

5. Curves (A) and (B) show clo as a function of Read Area Coverage.
Curves (C) and tD) show i3 /clo as a function of Read Area Coverage.

6. Photographs of Three Removable M-I Helmet Liner Suspension Systema:
A) Standard, (-) Velsond-avis, (C) EL.

7. Photographs of Slmts with Face Shields: (A) Standard 1-1 R ,
Face Shield Up; (3) Standard M-1 Helmt, Face Shield Don; (C)
Coeercial Riot Control Belat, Face Shield Up; (0) Comerclal
fRot Control Helmet, Pace Shield Domn.

8. Photographs of Selected Helmets Presented in Tvble IV: (A) A hcrew
MRH-i, (3) Aircrew AP5-5, (C) Standard CMC (D) English Infantry,
(E) Pootball Helmet, (7) Experimental Eyes-Stewart, (G) Italian
Infantry, (H) Experimental Parachutist Liner, (I) H-I Helet Liner.
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SProtective he'-ets, beat stress, heat transfer, evaporation, insula.tion,

M AbS'DAC (Cads. * mnes * U nn'm awl5*Ssf b &na AnjIThe heat transfer properties of protective headgear have been determined
in chstber studies using a physical model (copper manikin). The evaporative
beat transfer (iId/co) from a head in "still' air was constant above a stand-
*off distance of 1.27 am. for helmets with a constant hea area cuverage (671 ).=jReducing the head area coverage from 672 to 471 was vecessary to significantly=
increase the evaporative heat transfer for a helmet standoff distance of 1.27 acm
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